
7 Ways to Get
More Seller Leads

(Beyond Just Direct Mail)



Establish Local Partners
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Local businesses and vendors could be one of the most reliable routes for seller referrals. 
Consider vendors such as attorneys, banks, lenders, interior designers, landscape architects, 
event planners, etc. Expanding your sphere is one thing, but strategic networking is taking 
it to the next level. Challenge yourself to meet with one new person each week. Creating 
partnership programs, special offers, and establishing a relationship with these vendors will 
go a long way when it comes to referrals. It makes you the “go-to” agent.

Don’t ever underestimate the power of your people! Take event planners for example. These 
coordinators have extensive vendor lists, and 1-on-1 relationships with newlyweds, business 
people, and folks who are celebrating milestones. This is the perfect opportunity to access a 
consistent flow of potential clients, simply by being a “go-to” preferred vendor. Establish the 
trust and relationship, and let word-of-mouth do the rest. 



Write and Promote an eBook
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Don’t be discouraged by the daunting task of writing an eBook. Consider how much time you 
spend answering clients’ questions on a daily basis, explaining anything and everything about 
the buying and selling process. (Now think how many pages you could fill with this actionable 
knowledge!) 

Amazon, among many other outlets, makes creating content much easier than you would 
think. Freelance editors, writers, and designers will help navigate the editing and design 
process. Break down the chapters of your one eBook into individual blog posts, social shares, 
online guides, etc. Every piece of the eBook puzzle combines, creating a content strategy that 
extends well beyond the eBook alone. 



Strategically Target Facebook Audiences
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Targeted Facebook ads are the online equivalent of local vendor partnerships. Similar to how 
wedding coordinators put you in touch with newlyweds, attorneys with divorcees, etc., targeted 
Facebook ads focus on specific interest groups. If you are already running lead generation 
campaigns through Facebook, find a minute to take a closer look at your area and audience.

Facebook ads have the ability to target segments of your current audience or the interest 
groups you would like to work with in the future.

Keep it Narrow!

With Facebook ads, the end goal is not to get in front of as many eyes as possible. It’s to get in 
front of the right eyes. So you don’t want to blast your ads out to thousands of random people, 
rather curate a strategic audience with a higher likelihood of converting. 

So how do you narrow down your audience? Browse your targeting options in Facebook and 
start curating those choices based on your target market. Who are your typical clients? What do 
they have in common? Track some of those patterns and use them to your advantage with your 
Facebook audiences.



Foster Online Communities
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Where do people go in 2020 when they have a question? The internet. It’s a no brainer. That 
means that there is a wealth of opportunity from prospective home buyers and sellers who 
are asking questions online. Set aside one hour per week and dedicate it to browsing forums 
on Facebook, Reddit, Instagram, and other local forums.

Another way to use Facebook to your advantage is the growing popularity of neighborhood 
groups. Now you may not be the first agent to the game in this situation, but it is all about 
your pitch and value add. In your own communities, post information relevant to the group’s 
tone and conversation, maintain an appropriate posting frequency, and participate in the 
conversation beyond your own posts.

Be an online neighbor. Your audience will take note.



Send Specific and Segmented Market Update Emails
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What is absolutely critical when fishing for seller leads? Delivering value. 

Do NOT make it all about you! The secret to email drip campaigns addressed to potential 
leads is the delivery of quality value. As Dan Pink describes in the Harvard Business Review 
article “A Radical Prescription for Sales,” salespeople nowadays are “selling insights rather 
than items.”

Create concise market updates detailing specific market trends, pricing, and analysis unique 
to your geofarm. Keep it narrow, keep it hyper-local. Follow-up, such as seller campaigns, are 
easily templatized through a real estate CRM.

https://boomtownroi.com/?utm_source=pardot%20email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=how_to_webinar_series&utm_content=7_ways_to_get_more_seller_leads_downloadable_january


Use LinkedIn for Potential FSBO or Expired Leads
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LinkedIn is not only a favored professional platform for content sharing, job searches, and 
resume building. It is also an excellent venue for networking. You have the opportunity to 
join local groups, communities, and appropriate professional networks with thousands of 
potential clients. After joining, you are able to freely message members.

If you are trying to get in touch with specific FSBO buyers who do not list contact information 
on Zillow for example, this is a potential route



For High-End Seller Leads, Make Print a Priority
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Print media is still a priority for seller leads on the higher end. Print adds layers of both luxury 
and personal touch. Make sure your content is high quality, providing exceptional value. That 
means hi-rez professional photography and design. Consider going beyond the traditional 
direct mailer and invest in a trusted luxury magazine.

Keep in mind, with print advertisements, it can be difficult to measure your ROI. There are 
no click-through-rates or open-rates to show how effective your ads are. But print is a great 
way to spread brand awareness, and slowly establish trust, familiarity and legitimacy in your 
community. 


